Liouville measure. But the quantum dynamical transformations a t are isometries. And, amusingly enough, it turns out that one can replace the classical measure-theoretic argument by the well-known fact that an isometry mapping a compact metric space into itself is actually surjective.
2.
The quantum mechanical set-up. We work on a Hubert space Sίf in the usual way. Bi($?) will denote the trace-class operators on $f, with the norm || ίl ||i = tr(|Ω|). The space of (mixed) states Σ consists of all SleB^X) with Ω^O and tr(Ω)=l ( = 1^11!). The Hamiltonian operator H generates a unitary group U t = e~i tH on 2ίf. The dynamical group a t : Σ-»Σ is defined by α,(Ω) = U t ΩU*. Note that a t is an isometry relative to the trace norm [{ | | x.
We will be dealing with a nonrelativistic system of finitely many interacting particles, and we may assume that the coordinates of the center of mass have been separated out. Then Sίf will be of the form L 2 (R d ); we will not mention "spin" explicitly, but our wave functions may have any fixed finite number of components. We denote the usual position and momentum operators by Q h P f for ij = 1,2, , d. We record here some technical results which will be used in the proof of the main theorem. Then T is compact.
Proof. Let A n , B n be two sequences of finite-rank operators on 3ίf converging in norm to A, B respectively. Define T n on B x {fC) by T n Ω = A n ΩJB n . Then T n is a finite-rank operator. We shall show that T n -> T in operator norm.
Indeed, for any Ω G B X {W\ we have ) with || Ω' ||, ^ 1. Hence Sf is a subset of the T-image of the unit ball of B λ (df(). Since T is compact, ίf has compact closure.
The proof will be finished if we show that 5^ is closed in norm. Suppose Ω n E ίP converges to Ω in trace norm. Then clearly Ω^O and tr(Ω)=l. We have to show that \x{£lA x ) is finite and 1. To see this let {e k γ x be a basis of eigenvectors for A:
The quantum-mechanical applications rely upon the following corollary, which is a sort of "noncommutative" version of the Rellich-Sobolev embedding theorem. [2] .) First of all, K + V should be (essentially) selfadjoint. Moreover, V should have a decomposition V = V x + V 2 where Vι is relatively bounded with respect to K with relative bound < 1, while V 2 satisfies an inequality of the form V 2 = -AQ 2 ; that is, V 2 does not decrease too rapidly at infinity. The condition on V x implies in particular that there are constants e > 0 and a < ™ such that
K+V^eK-al
Because K g constant P 2 , it follows (for smaller e possibly) that
K+ V λ^e P 2 -aL
Hence H = K + V, 4-V 2 satisfies (1)H^eP 2
-λQ 2 -aL
A potential V satisfying the above conditions will be called regular.
Now consider the state space X CBι(ffl).
A state ΩEΣ will be called quasi-bounded, provided:
(i) tr(Ω//)<oo ? i.e. ? the energy has expected value <°o in the state Ω;
(ii) there exists a constant C < °° so that, for all t ^ 0, (Thus, for each y, tr(Ω(r)Q 2 )< C, and therefore the probability distributions for all the position vectors are largely concentrated in a fixed sphere in space for all times t ^ 0.)
is a quasi-bounded state, i.e., (2) holds for some C and allt^ 0. Then (2) holds also for all t < 0.
(Thus, a state which is quasi-bounded for all future time must have been quasi-bounded in the past as well. This is the point of Littlewood's theorem.)
Proof Since V is regular, it follows from (1) that (3) H + (A + e)Q 2 + al ^ e(P 2 + Q 2 ) = eH 0 , a key inequality. (Incidentally, no such inequality is valid on the classical level; the quantum case is thus "easier" than the classical case.) If C is a fixed constant, define 9 = {Ω E X: tr(ΩH) ^ C and tr(ΩQ 2 ) ^ C}.
Then let ST = ίΊ fδ0 «7W = {Ω: α,(Ω) E ^ for all t ^ 0}. We claim that if Ωe^ then α,(Ω)E 5^ for all t <0 as well.
If Ω E S?, it follows from (3) that tr(ΩH 0 ) ^ e ι tr (ίl(H + (A + β)Q 2 + α/)) ^ C, where C = e'^C + (A + e)C + a).
It follows from Proposition 2.3 that tf is compact in Bι(ffl), hence so is ΪP. Moreover, it is obvious that if t ^ 0 then a t {£f') C SP. But α, is an isometry. Hence, by the fact about compact metric spaces which we recalled in §1, it follows that a t {ST)= ST. Since α_, = a~\ it follows that #_,(#")= Sf! for all t ^0, and so a t (ίf f )= 9" for all ί, positive or negative. But this implies that if Ω E 9 r then α,(Ω) E 5^ for all real ί, as we wanted to show.
From the proof, we draw the following conclusion about "recurrence": If Ω is a quasi-bounded state then α,(Ω) returns arbitrarily close to Ω for arbitrarily large values of t. To see this, consider any p >0. We have a sequence Ω n = α np (Ω) in the compact metric space $P. Then, given e > 0, we can find m < n with || Ω n -Ω m ||i < e. Hence ||α (n _ m)p (Ω)-Ω|| 1 <e; since (n-m)p^p we have || α,(Ω)-Ω||! < e for some t ^ p.
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The theorem has some connections with the question of unitarity and completeness of the scattering operator. We briefly recall the definitions [2] We must show this limit equals zero. First of all, for any fixed θ G Sίf, we have (θ,e~i tK φ)^0 as t -» 00. (This may be seen by writing the inner product in terms of the Fourier transforms of θ and φ and applying the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma.) It then follows that (0, e~i tK φ)-*0 as ί-> +«>, uniformly as θ varies over any compact subset of #f.
But since ψ is quasi-bounded, our earlier arguments may be adapted to show that {e~i tH φ} tm has compact closure in Sίf. Hence (e~i tH φ, e~i tK φ) tends to 0 as t -» + 00.
We thus have the following interpretation of Theorem 3.1. If φ G X is quasi-bounded, Lemma 3.2 shows that φ G R(W + y. But the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 enables us to argue similarly that φE R(W-) 1 . Thus Theorem 3.1 tends to support the equality of R(W + ) and R(W-); of course the latter equality would be a vastly stronger conclusion.
